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Davenport Advisors Stock Fund  

July 12, 2011 

Update on the Fund: 

As of June 30, 2011, the total value of the fund was approximately $2,218,889.  As of January 1, 2011 the “High 
Water Mark” (as adjusted for distributions/contributions) was approximately $2,110,559, which means the value of 
the fund is up by $108,330 or 5.1% for the first half of the year.  

The Fund is 75% invested in stocks, 25% in cash.   We have $1,463,692 invested at cost in 266,882 shares of stock 
of twenty-six companies, with a market value of $1,669,566.   

Fund Holdings by Industry: 
 

13.8% Apartment    11.0% Office 
9.0% Diversified REITs   8.6% Residential Related 
20.8% Hotel      16.9% Retail/Malls 
9.3% Industrial     0.0% Retail/Strip Center 
8.1% Mortgage REITs    2.6% Service/Operating Companies 
 

 

 

Top 5 Holdings: 

MPG -   MPG Office Trust 
BEE -  Strategic Hotels 
AIV -    Apartment Investment & Management  
FNF -    Fidelity National Title 
GGP -   General Growth Properties 
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MPG is an office REIT based in Los Angeles.  They are the largest owner of class A office buildings in downtown 
Los Angeles.  MPG owns the 77 story US Bank Tower, the 50 story Gas Company Tower, the 54 story Wells Fargo 
Tower to name just a few. We wrote about MPG extensively in last quarter’s stock fund report.  Since then MPG 
sold several office buildings: 701 N. Brand in Glendale, 550 South Hope in downtown Los Angeles and 2600 
Michelson in Irvine (an office building we used to own years ago), and also sold the Westin Pasadena Hotel, in total 
eliminating $422 million in debt.  They also refinanced One California Plaza in downtown Los Angeles with a new 
$160 million mortgage loan.  (For more details on MPG please see DASF 2011 Q1 Quarterly Report). 

BEE is a Hotel REIT specializing in luxury hotels such as Fairmont, Four Seasons, InterContinental and Ritz-
Carlton.   

AIV is one of the largest owners of apartments in the US.   Apartment fundamentals continue to improve throughout 
the US.  Market RevPAF (revenue per available foot, the apartment measure of rental rates and occupancy) are 
increasing and nearly back to peak numbers experienced before the recession. 
 
FNF is the largest title company in the US, as well as a holding company for specialty insurance companies and 
many other investments. We believe FNF will benefit someday from the recovery in the housing market.  Owning 
FNF is a play on the housing market without taking specific risk in homebuilder stocks.   

GGP is the second largest mall company in the U.S.  They own 169 malls including the Ala Moana Center in 
Honolulu, Glendale Galleria in Glendale and Tysons Galleria in Washington D.C.  GGP emerged from a two year 
bankruptcy in November 2010.  Sandeep Mirthrani was brought on board in January 2011 as the new CEO.  
Previously, Sandeep was President of Retail Properties at Vornado Realty (VNO).  Davenport Partners manages one 
of Vornado’s retail properties and so we have worked for Sandeep for several years. He is a hard-working, action 
oriented, and “cut to the chase” executive.  Since taking over GGP, the company has, among other things, refinanced 
seven shopping malls representing $1.7 billion of new mortgages, generating cash proceeds of approximately $400 
million; bought back almost $500 million of stock at an average price of $15.95/share; eliminated redundant asset 
manager positions, hired a new CIO, CAO and CTO; refinanced another five malls, generating $180 million in cash; 
and announced a deal in which Macerich (another large Mall REIT)  takes over interests in two of GGPs malls, and 
in return pays GGP $75 million and also gives to GGP six big box anchors (Neiman Marcus, Forever 21, etc) that 
Macerich owns, but are a part of other GGP malls.  (etc, ect, ect.!!!)  Apparently there is low hanging fruit at GGP 
and Sandeep is moving fast to take advantage of it. (For more details on GGP please see DASF 2010 Q4 Quarterly 
Report). 

Trading during the Quarter: 

During the quarter we sold our positions in CWH (Commonwealth REIT, formerly HRPT), DLR (Digital Realty – a 
data storage REIT), GKK (Gramercy Capital), HHC (Howard Hughes Corp. - the GGP spin off), and VNO 
(Vornado Realty).   We bought and sold CSA (Cogdell Spencer, a medical office REIT). 

AMB and PLD merged with AMB taking control, but keeping the Prologis name. PLD, the new company, has $30 
Billion in assets, and is according to Green Street Advisors now an “institutional money powerhouse” and a “global 
industrial behemoth”. 

Comments:  

We have several companies in our fund that are what we call "event driven". These are companies in a state of flux 
or transition. 

General Growth Company is one such company, having made a round trip through bankruptcy in the last three 
years.   
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MPG has downsized dramatically over the past four years through sales, lender facilitated short sales and just plain 
“handing the keys back to the bank”. The founder of the company was forced out and subsequently the executive 
ranks have turned over multiple times. 
 
Others in our fund include Pacific Office Properties (PCE), Grubb & Ellis (GBE) and Meruelo Maddux (MMPI).  
PCE and GBE are both trying to recapitalize or sell themselves to survive. 
 
MMPI is in bankruptcy.  Meruelo Maddux is an owner of industrial, residential and mixed use properties primarily 
in downtown Los Angeles. MMPI owns many parcels of land in and around downtown LA, some fenced off, some 
operating as parking lots; many under leased and run down industrial and mixed use buildings, mostly in the 
garment district (picture crappy looking one and two story buildings with liquor and check cashing stores and 
laundry hanging from the second floor fire escape stairs) and a few big glamorous high rise residential condo 
projects under development.  Meruelo Maddux went public in January 2007 at $10.00 per share.  At the time we 
toured all their properties and did our own in house valuation of the company.   We reviewed the prospectus: it was 
rife with conflicts of interest, self-dealing and legal caveats so complicated and circular that we doubted even the 
lawyers understood what they were writing.  It appeared to us that Richard Meruelo and John Maddux were 
intending to run the company like it was their personal piggy bank.  We decided not to invest.   
 
The company had very little cash flow and lots of debt.  Their strategy seemed to be to sell parcels of land or small 
buildings to raise cash to pay debt service while focusing on the entitlement and development of big glamorous high 
rise residential condos.  Almost immediately after going public the company began to struggle:  as the economy 
turned, banks stopped lending, and buyers for the small land parcels and buildings went away. MMPI did not have 
sufficient cash flow from operations to service their debt.  They filed for bankruptcy in March 2009.  The stock went 
from $10 per share all the way to $0.035 per share in December 2009.  
  
MMPI still owned downtown Los Angeles real estate, granted mostly junky non-income producing real estate, but 
downtown LA real estate none-the-less.  The real estate still had value. The original plan put forth by Richard 
Meruelo and John Maddux to the bankruptcy court was to cram down the lenders, wipe out all existing shareholders 
and then allow a select group of existing (insider) shareholders to take part in a recapitalization in which they take 
the company private.  As you can imagine the non-insider shareholders objected to that plan.  Meruelo begrudgingly 
revised the offer, agreeing to pay the existing shareholders $0.08 per share. At this point several outside investment 
firms started to take an interest in the company.  An offer was put forth from an outside entity, Charlestown Capital 
Advisors, to take the company out of bankruptcy but keep it public.  Equity holders were offered $0.16 per share. A 
bidding war began.  Over the course of two years the offers went from $0.00 per share to $0.08 to $0.16 to $0.25 
eventually getting to $0.35 per share. The terms changed from taking the company private to keeping it public, from 
cramming down the lenders to paying them 100%, from wiping out the non-insider shareholders to allowing 
shareholders to sell only a portion of their shares.  It started out with one bidder, the insiders, then went to two 
bidders (insiders plus Charlestown) then to three bidders (plus Legendary) then back down to two (Legendary 
backed out after agreeing to a swap of debt for properties).  There were hundreds of court filings, many hearings, 
dozens of objections, and multiple legal maneuvers.  The judge slapped Richard Meruelo with sanctions for his 
outrageous and egregious behavior in and out of the courtroom.  The judge then formed a Shareholder’s Equity 
Committee to review rival offers.  The whole thing was exhausting.  Finally, earlier this month the judge confirmed 
the plan by Charlestown (the outside entity) to take the company out of bankruptcy.  The final plan is complicated 
but essentially 55% of existing shares will be bought at $0.35 per share by Charlestown who will also invest up to 
$23 million to provide working capital for the company.  Shareholders will be partially cashed out and also get to 
participate in the upside as the company comes out of bankruptcy under a new management team.  Creditors will be 
paid in full.   The plan is set to take effect at the end of July.   
 
Fund Philosophy 

Invest in real estate related stocks.  Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs), Real Estate Operating Companies, Land 
and Natural Resource Companies, Hotel Companies, Banks, Lenders, Mortgage Companies, Retailers, Diversified 
Companies with real estate holdings, Construction Companies, Private Equity companies oriented toward real estate.   
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Investments could include special situations, often illiquid stocks, companies in bankruptcy, or real estate stocks not 
widely followed by analysts or institutions or real estate sectors which are currently out of favor and/or not widely 
traded.   

Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions, would like to find out more about the fund’s holdings or 
have a company whose stock you think we should consider buying. 

Key Information 

Inception:  August 1, 2009 
Manager:   John Davenport 
Fees:  1%; 20% performance fee with Hurdle and High Water Mark  
Minimum Investment:  $25,000 initially, no minimum for additional investments  
Timing:  Initial and additional investments submitted at any time become effective at beginning of next quarter 
Liquidity:  Withdrawals at year-end  
Broker:  Charles Schwab & Co. 

Disclaimer  

Past performance is not an Indicator of future performance. Please read the subscription materials before investing. 

 


